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AIRPORT CARS

As we discussed at the last meeting, the biggest complaint we have concerns the Airport 
Cars merging onto the Rochford Circuit, especially those ranking up outside of their area, 
in Rochford, Hawkwell, Ashingdon etc and 'streeting' jobs on a Friday and Saturday 
Night.
There have also been some changes to the Airport Cars status, the Blue Southend plates 
have been relinquished and all the Airport Cars are now plated in Rochford.
This amounts to 10 Yellow Hackney Carriage Plates and 2 Green Private Hire vehicles, of 
these 6 are permitted to 'blend' onto the Rochford Circuit.
The Circuit has been running 5 cars short of the capped 46, there has been some 
movement but they cancel each other out as Richard Morgan returns to the circuit and 
Mark Evans has moved over to the Airport.

We wanted to obtain the figures to see how much extra work the Rochford circuit is 
getting by offsetting the Rochford circuit work the Airport Cars are doing against the 
'sweeper' work the Rochford circuit is getting.
We now have those figures and as you can see from the enclosed breakdown the Circuit is 
gaining more than it is actually losing.
These figures are to be updated every week and validated by members of the forum (or 
anyone else wishing to see for themselves) to ensure the Circuit is gaining more than it 
loses. Should the balance ever swing in favour of the Airport Cars we have Managements 
word that there will be changes made to the Airport Cars working practices to restore the 
balance in favour of the Circuit.



Management have also agreed that the Airport Cars are to remain trapped at the Airport 
only and are not permitted to ply/rank in any other areas. They will only be given Circuit 
work outside of their area on a 'sweeper' basis, ie; if there are jobs waiting and no clear 
Circuit cars. Once clear the Airport Cars are to make their way back to the Airport/Sutton 
immediately unless they are given a job on clearing, assuming there are no circuit cars 
clear in the area or adjacent areas. Airport Cars are not to sit trapped or drive around 
plying for hire in any other areas.
You are the eyes and ears of the Circuit so if you see an Airport Car deviating from 
this, ranked outside of the Airport instead of making their way back you must let us 
know, include vehicle, date and time.

JOB REJECTION

This is not so much a problem as an epidemic on a grand scale.
It is unfair that the less favorable jobs fall too often on those who support all work on the 
Circuit, a point made by several drivers. This does not seem to bother those who are 
continuously cherry picking their work and jeopardising accounts.

As an example, two days after the first Forum meeting between 2230 and 0000 a 
total of 14 jobs were refused/rejected some of which had to be covered by Airport 
Cars and the Southend Circuit.

The NHS contract is worth £6000+ per month, at present we are failing to provide a 
prompt, professional service and because of this there is a good chance we may not get 
the contract renewed in September. This Circuit cannot stand to lose such a large 
contract!

We spoke about this at the last meeting and appealed to the circuit to work together and to 
contact us with your views and opinions. We received little feedback and if anything the 
problem has got worse.

We have agreed with management to extend the Sunday tariff 2 trial.
If you get a fixed fare £7.60 NHS job from Rochford to Southend Hospital during tariff  
2 (not just Sundays) you can request your trap 1 position in Rochford upon your return. 
This does not apply if you get a job when you clear or on your way back in.

We need to protect the Circuit and our work and as such Management is implementing 
a trial suspension period for rejecting account work.

i. If you reject an account job it will be recovered and you will be sent to the back of 
the queue.

ii. The Controller will remind you that you risk suspension if you reject a second.
iii. If you reject a second account job you will be suspended for 24 hours - from the time 

of the second rejection.
iv. All existing excuses are void



Should you get a walk on as an account job comes through, call the Controller and the job 
will be reallocated, you will be expected to be seen as busy and on the move.
If you have an appointment to keep, call the Controller at the beginning of your shift and 
give them the details. This will avoid any problems should you later have to decline work 
for a legitimate reason.
The Controller will not enter into a debate but may refer the incident to Management. The 
incident will be reviewed by Management and if upheld suspension will commence from 
that moment for 24 hours.

This should not be necessary and we are sure there will be a number of complaints and 
accusations that we are not acting in the drivers interests... we are acting in all of your 
interests as there is a real chance that if we do not look after the likes of the NHS and 
MacDonalds Contracts we will lose them and along with them the circuit you work on. 
This is why we have agreed this trial and in support of the drivers that feel they are 
carrying a certain element within the Circuit.

The trial will commence Monday 22nd July

Contact us with your thoughts and opinions

driversforum@yahoo.com

We are also reviewing the maximum number of account jobs you can do in a day.
At the moment it is set at 5, after this you are permitted to opt out of any further account 
work for that day.
We have had some suggestions that the limit should be based on a monetary figure 
(excluding schools) rather than the number of jobs. Please email/contact us with your 
views.

driversforum@yahoo.com

BOOKING OFF & WORKING THE RANKS

Obviously we would all like to see all cars booked on and supporting the circuit but as 
self-employed Hackney Carriage drivers we can work the ranks independently.
This seems to be a growing practice during the late afternoon and evenings.
If you are going to work the ranks independently there are a couple of things you can do 
to assist the office and your fellow drivers... 
i. switch your datahead off but leave the radio on, maintaining a source of 

communication. 
ii. If you pick up from the Square or the Station call in with the customers 

name/destination (radio is permanently on when the datahead is off) in case the job is 
duplicated at the office.



Hopefully we can cut down on the number of 'no jobs' the Circuit cars are getting at the 
ranks, a common complaint among the drivers.
Leading on from this, It has been brought to our attention that cars are being sent to the 
Square/Station when there are already cars trapped on them. We have suggested that if the 
office take a job from the ranks they put a message out along the lines of...
'is there a car on the Square/Station?'
the car that is trapped first can then call/bid to receive the job, if there is no response from 
the circuit the job is automatically allocated.

CALL CENTRE

The Call Centre has come in for some criticism, the main issues being...
i. Not answering the phones
ii. Mistakes being made when taking jobs eg. incorrect address/destination, no 

destination, ringback not being put on.
iii. Excess travelling due to controllers not being geographically aware.
iv. Feeding cars.

We all make mistakes, we have to quantify the mistakes being made in the office, if they 
are few and far between then perhaps the level of mistakes are acceptable, maybe they are 
not.

After the last meeting we took it upon ourselves to monitor the phone situation and any 
mistakes that we were finding on the jobs we received.

We each made calls to the office at various times, over a period of weeks and records 
were kept of each call. We found that in virtually all cases the phones were being 
answered promptly.

We also kept records of the mistakes that we found on the jobs we were given. We found 
that over the weeks the mistakes included;
i. Destinations - incorrect where the job had not been edited or non existent.
ii. Incorrect addresses - numbers or roads.
iii. No ringback when it had been requested

In order to get a true picture we need you to take part in this, we are only 4 drivers, we 
would like some volunteers to keep a record of their job mistakes so we can get a better 
idea of what is happening and whether the level of mistakes made can be considered 
acceptable.
Contact one of the forum members or email your interest.

If you think that you are being made to travel unnecessarily call the Controller and 
explain why, for example... you may be in Ashingdon and automatically be given a pick 
up at the Cock Inn with cars trapped in Rochford. We know that it would be quicker to 
send a car from Rochford so explain this and the job will be recovered. Please bear in 
mind, if it is busy and there are no clear cars you may have to travel to cover the work.



Some problems are caused by drivers not plotting themselves correctly. If you get a 'walk 
on' or pick up a job which requires you to plot your destination (OOA or AS DIRECTED) 
please do so as soon as possible.

It has also been bought to our attention that some drivers have never been shown the 
correct use of the data system. The enclosed sheet will be useful if you have not already 
got one. If you are unsure of anything you can approach any of us or see Gary in the 
office.

We have had accusations that some controllers are feeding cars. This is a very serious 
accusation and one that we are assured will be vigorously investigated. Any Controller 
found feeding will be severely disciplined. It is not enough to suspect or act on hearsay. 
All complaints of this nature must be reported to Management, or through the Forum if 
you prefer, accompanying the facts... date, time, driver, area and reason you believe they 
are being fed.

We have been asked to mention that there have been complaints made by Controllers 
about the attitude of some drivers.
Offensive behaviour/language will not be tolerated and drivers guilty of this will be 
dealt with!

Robbie (34) will be joining us for the next meeting, scheduled for 31st July. If you would 
like to attend any of the meetings contact one of the Forum representatives or email.

driversforum@yahoo.com

We all have to share a responsibility to the circuit and each other in order to make it 
work. This is what used to set Andrews Taxis apart from the other circuits so lets work 
together to achieve this once more. It is to our advantage.

driversforum@yahoo.com


